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Abstract

Very low Earth orbits (VLEO), typically classified as orbits below approximately 450 km in altitude, have the potential
to provide significant benefits to spacecraft over those that operate in higher altitude orbits. This paper provides a
comprehensive review and analysis of these benefits to spacecraft operations in VLEO, with parametric investigation of
those which apply specifically to Earth observation missions. The most significant benefit for optical imaging systems
is that a reduction in orbital altitude improves spatial resolution for a similar payload specification. Alternatively mass
and volume savings can be made whilst maintaining a given performance. Similarly, for radar and lidar systems, the
signal-to-noise ratio can be improved. Additional benefits include improved geospatial position accuracy, improvements
in communications link-budgets, and greater launch vehicle insertion capability. The collision risk with orbital debris and
radiation environment can be shown to be improved in lower altitude orbits, whilst compliance with IADC guidelines
for spacecraft post-mission lifetime and deorbit is also assisted. Finally, VLEO offers opportunities to exploit novel
atmosphere-breathing electric propulsion systems and aerodynamic attitude and orbit control methods.

However, key challenges associated with our understanding of the lower thermosphere, aerodynamic drag, the require-
ment to provide a meaningful orbital lifetime whilst minimising spacecraft mass and complexity, and atomic oxygen
erosion still require further research. Given the scope for significant commercial, societal, and environmental impact
which can be realised with higher performing Earth observation platforms, renewed research efforts to address the
challenges associated with VLEO operations are required.

Keywords: Remote sensing; Optical imaging; Synthetic aperture radar; Orbital aerodynamics; Debris collision risk.

1. Introduction

Earth observation (EO) spacecraft and space-systems
provide imagery and other remote-sensing data types
which are being used for an increasing number of im-
portant applications with global significance through in-
dustrial, economic, societal, and environmental impacts.
Common applications of EO data include environmental
monitoring, maritime surveillance, intelligence and home-
land security, land management and agriculture, mete-
orology, and disaster monitoring and response manage-
ment [1]. As a result of this broad range of applications
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and global reach, EO from space has been recognised by
the United Nations as having a key contributing role to-
wards the achievement of their 17 Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals [2].

Operation of spacecraft at lower altitude orbits can be
linked to a number of benefits which are particularly rele-
vant for EO applications which profit from global coverage
without the inherent constraints of airspace restrictions
and limited range and duration. However, at present, few
vehicles operate sustainably and for useful durations in
the altitude range between high reconnaissance aircraft at
26 km (eg. the SR71 Blackbird) and the lowest space plat-
forms at around 450 km. These orbits have generally been
avoided due to the high cost of spacecraft development,
launch, and challenges associated with atmospheric drag
which either necessitates the use of a capable propulsion
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system or significantly limits the mission lifetime.
Despite these challenges, there are a few notable classes

of spacecraft which have done, and continue to operate
in this altitude range. Military reconnaissance spacecraft,
for example in the early DISCOVERER/CORONA satel-
lite programme [3], tolerated very short mission lifetimes
in VLEO to provide high resolution surveillance imagery.
More recent Keyhole satellites have utilised eccentric or-
bits with low perigees (<300 km) [4, 5] to provide longer
mission lifetimes, but are therefore also limited in their
imaging operations due to the orbit eccentricity. Other
missions, including scientific spacecraft (eg. GOCE [6])
or orbital shuttles (eg. Space Shuttle, X-37) have utilised
highly-capable propulsion systems to enable longer dura-
tion activities, but are not commercially viable for EO
applications. Finally, space stations, most notably the In-
ternational Space Station (ISS) and previously Mir orbit
below 450 km, but require resupply missions to provide
propellant for orbit maintenance.

Recent technology development, in particular compo-
nent and subsystem miniaturisation, has enabled signifi-
cant cost-reduction and enabled more agile spacecraft de-
velopment cycles. This re-evaluation of traditional space-
craft development has also lead to the establishment of
the emerging commercial, so-called “NewSpace” industry
[7]. Concern about the increasing debris population in
higher orbital ranges has also called for mitigation mea-
sures and alternative approaches for ongoing spacecraft
operation in LEO [8]. With the introduction of frequent
and affordable orbital insertion opportunities (in compar-
ison to dedicated launch) from the ISS and the promise
of new commercial launch vehicles, very low Earth orbits
(VLEOs) have recently become an attractive proposition.
Commercial exploitation of these lower orbital altitudes
has already begun, for example by the Planet Labs Flock
and Spire Global Lemur-2 CubeSat constellations [9, 10].

The VLEO altitude range is principally characterised
by the presence of aerodynamic forces which can have a
significant effect on the orbital and attitude dynamics of
a spacecraft. A nominal altitude of 450 km to 500 km is
typically applied as the upper threshold for VLEO [11,
12], but this is in reality dependent on the atmospheric
conditions and can vary significantly with the solar cycle.
The term Super Low Earth Orbit (SLEO) has also been
applied, albeit less widely, to orbits with a perigee below
300 km [13].

Current research related to VLEO spacecraft principally
seeks to enable sustained operations at these lower alti-
tudes, for example through the identification and charac-
terisation of low-drag materials and surface coatings, de-
velopment of aerodynamic attitude and orbit control, and
design of propulsive drag compensation [12, 13, 14].

Through these developments, it is hoped that the cost
of launching to and operating in VLEO can be signifi-
cantly reduced whilst maintaining or improving the reso-
lution and quality of data products. This will consequently
improve the downstream cost and availability of imagery

and data used in programmes such as maritime surveil-
lance, intelligence and security, land management, preci-
sion agriculture and food security, and disaster monitoring
with potentially high humanitarian, societal, and commer-
cial impact.

Given the mounting interest in operating spacecraft in
the VLEO altitude range, the aim of this paper is to pro-
vide a comprehensive overview and analysis of the wide-
ranging benefits this non-traditional regime offers, both
with respect to general spacecraft operations and specifi-
cally to EO applications.

2. Benefits of Very Low Earth Orbits

Several studies have discussed various benefits of oper-
ating satellites, principally for Earth observation applica-
tions in lower altitude regimes. Wertz et al. [15] focus
on moderately elliptical orbits with perigees and apogees
generally below 300 km and 500 km respectively with the
aim of avoiding the build-up of orbital debris. Shao et al.
[16] consider the design of small satellites operating at
lower altitudes using a performance-based cost modelling
approach. This study demonstrates the cost-benefit of
operating at lower altitudes for both improved coverage
and resolution, principally due to a reduction in necessary
size and mass of the payload. Furthermore, it is noted
that these lower altitude systems carry a lower mission
risk (from production and launch failures) due to deploy-
ment in greater numbers. Ramio Tomas et al. [17] con-
sider the top-level parametric design of synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) spacecraft, demonstrating that their opera-
tion in VLEO is feasible and may offer advantages in cost
and revisit when operated in constellations.

This review builds upon the initial collection of benefits
of VLEO identified by Eves [18] and Virgili Llop et al. [11],
providing further and more indepth analysis. First, a com-
prehensive review and analysis of the benefits of orbital al-
titude reduction on spacecraft operations with a focus on
EO applications is presented. The different modes of Earth
observation (optical, radar, and infrared systems) are then
considered and the variation in system performance with
orbital altitude is analysed.

2.1. Orbit Geometry

The coverage of a spacecraft in orbit can be defined by
the angular field of regard ψ or total footprint area which
is available to a given sensor. These parameters and the
associated geometry are described in Figure 1. Alterna-
tively, the instantaneous view of the sensor can be con-
sidered, yielding the field of view or sensor footprint area
which fall within the angular field of regard.

For a given angular field of regard ψ, the central angle
θ from the centre of an assumed circular Earth can be
calculated from the orbital altitude via the slant range R
and an intermediate angle γ [19].

γ = sin−1 rs sinψ

Rφ
(1)
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Figure 1: Geometry of satellite sensor field of regard. Adapted from
Vallado [19].

R = Rφ cos γ + rs cosψ (2)

θ = sin−1

(
R sinψ

Rφ

)
(3)

The circular footprint area AF projected on the ground
at the nadir can then be approximated using solid angles.

AF = 2π(1− cos θ)R2
φ (4)

For a fixed angular field of regard, the footprint area and
therefore total available coverage decreases with reducing
orbital altitude. However, a number of benefits can be
associated with reducing the range to the Earth’s surface
and will be discussed in the following sections.

2.2. Spatial Resolution

Due to aberrations, diffraction, and distortions, the
imaging of a point-source of light through an optical aper-
ture, projected onto an image plane becomes blurred and
can be described by a point-spread function (PSF). Due to
the interference of the light, a diffraction pattern (an Airy
disk) surrounding the central point can be observed, shown
in Figure 2, even through perfectly constructed lenses. The
quality of an optical lens will further affect the PSF and
therefore the clarity of the collected image.

The angular or spatial resolution describes the ability
of an imaging device to distinguish between individual
points with small separation rather than seeing a single
combined or convoluted image. For an imaging system,
the theoretical maximum resolution is constrained only by
the diffraction of the light or radiated beam through the
lens or antenna, described by the Rayleigh criterion which
is based on the diffraction-limited PSF (Airy disk) of two
neighbouring points [20].

sin δΘ = 1.22
λ

D
(5)

(a) Input Source. (b) Output Pattern.

Figure 2: Computer generated demonstration of the point spread
function of an optical aperture with a perfect lens (ie. diffraction
limited).

Here δΘ is the angular resolution in radians, λ the wave-
length, andD the diameter of the lens or antenna aperture.

The corresponding diffraction limited resolution, or
ground resolution distance (GRD), can be obtained from
the angular resolution by simple trigonometry using the
range R and the small-angle approximation.

δΘ = sin−1 1.22
λ

D
≈ tan−1(

GRD

R
) (6)

GRD ≈ 1.22
λR

D
(7)

For a digital imaging device, the ground sample distance
(GSD) describes the smallest distinguishable element on
an acquired optical image resulting from the pixel sam-
pling on the image plane. This can be calculated by con-
sidering the range to the target R, the pixel size x, and
the focal length f of the telescope.

GSD =
xR

f
(8)

As the orbital altitude is reduced the following rela-
tionships regarding the spatial resolution can therefore be
identified:

i. For a fixed aperture diameter D, spatial resolution
(both GRD and GSD) is improved by reducing alti-
tude.

ii. The aperture diameter D can be made smaller with
reducing altitude whilst maintaining a fixed spatial
resolution.

2.2.1. Modulation Transfer Function

Further constraints on the spatial resolution arise from
the geometry of the sensor and detecting elements, and
any optical or aberrations not accounted for in the system
design. However, these parameters are generally not linked
to change of orbital altitude.

A parameter known as the modulation transfer func-
tion (MTF) can be used to characterise other conditions
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which affect the image quality. The MTF describes the
sensitivity of the imaging chain to the spatial frequency or
distribution of imaged objects and can be expressed as the
variation in contrast or modulation depth (difference be-
tween maximum and minimum amplitude) of a sinusoidal
image pattern between the object plane and the focal plane
[20].

As a result of the blurring and convolution of the PSFs
of neighbouring points, the effects of limited spatial reso-
lution become more significant at high spatial frequencies,
ie. objects which are spaced closer together become harder
to distinguish from each other. The MTF is therefore often
seen as a decreasing function of spatial frequency and can
be described as the ability of an optical system to capture
or transfer contrast in an image at a given resolution.

The total MTF of a system can be determined by multi-
plication (cascading) of the individual contributing MTFs
which each have a value in the range in value from 0 to 1.
For an orbiting spacecraft platform the total MTF is prin-
cipally comprised of the components relating to the optics,
detector, motion, atmosphere, and platform stability [20].

The combined MTF of the system is largely indepen-
dent of the altitude at which the platform is operated.
However, a reduction in altitude can have some impact on
components of the MTF:

i. Assuming a fixed optical aperture and detector size,
a reduction in altitude will negatively impact the mo-
tion MTF contribution as the ground-speed of the
spacecraft increases [20]. However, as the radiomet-
ric performance is also improved by a reduction in
altitude (discussed in Section 2.3), the integration or
exposure time can also be reduced, resulting in either
a similar or improved motion MTF contribution.

ii. For a fixed angular field of regard, the atmospheric
MTF performance will not vary with altitude. How-
ever, if the total coverage area is to be maintained,
a reduction in altitude will increase the path dis-
tance through the atmosphere and a worse atmo-
spheric MTF performance at the edge of the field of
regard will be experienced in comparison to higher
orbits [20, 21, 22].

iii. Lower altitude orbits may be associated with addi-
tional periodic and non-periodic disturbances related
to the atmospheric density and may therefore expe-
rience a degradation in MTF performance related to
the vibrational response of the platform [23, 24]. How-
ever, further work is required in this area to charac-
terise the small-scale variations in atmospheric den-
sity and the potential effect on spacecraft structural
dynamics.

2.3. Radiometric Performance

The radiometric resolution of a system describes the
depth of information which is captured in an image. The
radiometric depth is typically measured in number of bits,

representing in the number of different brightness, inten-
sity, or colour levels which can be resolved by the sensor.
This radiometric performance is principally dependent on
the amount of signal which is received at the detector and
the sensitivity of the equipment to the magnitude of the
electromagnetic energy to which it is exposed. The ratio
between the largest and smallest of these levels is corre-
spondingly known as the dynamic range of the sensor.

In general, the power or intensity of an emitted signal
received at a given distance R (in a vacuum) follows the
inverse-square law as it evenly radiated from a point into
three-dimensional space.

P ∝ 1

R2
(9)

The power of a signal received in orbit is therefore pro-
portional to inverse square of the distance of the spacecraft
to the target, which is related to the orbital altitude. For
active sensor types where a signal is both transmitted and
subsequently received by the spacecraft (eg. radar) this
relationship becomes proportional to the fourth power of
the range to the target. A reduction in orbit altitude can
therefore significantly increase the power received at the
sensor and may allow less sensitive detectors or antennae
to be used whilst maintaining similar performance. Al-
ternatively, the exposure or dwell time of the sensor may
be shortened whilst maintaining the radiometric perfor-
mance.

The power received by a sensor is also proportional to
the collection area. For a circular aperture, for example a
telescope, the power is proportional to the square of the
diameter D.

P ∝ D2 (10)

As the orbital altitude is reduced the collection aper-
ture can therefore be reduced whilst maintaining a similar
radiometric performance.

The signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio received at the sensor
or detector is often used to characterise the radiometric
performance and can be determined by considering the
ratio of signal power received from the source S(λ) and
the different components of noise Nx(λ) as a function of
wavelength [25].

SNRtotal(λ) =
Starget(λ)∑

Nx(λ)
(11)

or in units of decibels and generalised to total power:

SNRdB = 10 log10

(
Psignal

Pnoise

)
(12)

A SNR of greater than 1 is typically necessary to ensure
that any signal can be discerned from the background noise
levels. However, for precise and accurate measurements or
high-quality imagery greater SNRs are often required.

Alternatively, different noise-equivalent metrics can also
be used, for example:
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i. The noise-equivalent delta in reflectance (NE∆ρ),
ie. the smallest difference in surface reflectance that
changes the signal by a value equal to the magnitude
of the total noise.

ii. The noise-equivalent delta in emittance (NE∆ε), ie.
the smallest difference in surface emittance that
changes the signal by a value equal to the magnitude
of the total noise.

Sources of noise include those which are related to the
sensor and associated electronics and additional compo-
nents which arise from the contrast between the back-
ground and the target and the atmospheric path through
which the signal passes. As with the atmospheric contri-
butions MTF, the effect on SNR is principally due to the
scattering and adsorption effects of water vapour and other
aerosols in the lower strata, leading to signal attenuation.

The SNR will therefore be affected by both the total
range to the target and the atmospheric path length. The
SNR is therefore related to the orbiting altitude and off-
nadir angles used by the imaging system. Radiometric
performance is positively affected by a reduction in or-
bital altitude as the power/signal received improves with
reduced range to the target. However, for significant off-
nadir viewing angles the SNR performance may degrade
as the range to target through the lower atmosphere in-
creases.

These relationships are also consistent with the trends
identified for diffraction limited resolution. As the orbital
altitude is reduced the aperture diameter can be made
smaller whilst broadly maintaining the same radiometric
performance and spatial resolution. Alternatively, if the
same aperture diameter is maintained the radiometric per-
formance and spatial resolution will be improved with re-
ducing altitude.

2.4. Temporal Resolution

Revisit time, defined as the time for a satellite to acquire
successive viewings of target locations on the Earth’s sur-
face can highly influence satellite constellation design, con-
figuration, performance and technology selection [26]. Low
maximum revisit time (MRT) is generally desired along
with global coverage (possibly between prescribed latitude
bands) for most Earth observation and remote sensing ap-
plications.

The selection of a repeating ground-track orbit is not
strictly required for EO missions, but it represents a
critical requirement when regular passes over specific lo-
cations are fundamental for achieving the mission ob-
jectives. Short-period repeating ground-tracks are more
easily achievable for higher LEO altitudes (600 km to
1000 km), where external perturbations typically have less
effect on the orbital dynamics. In the VLEO altitude
range, the residual atmospheric interaction with the satel-
lite’s external surfaces gradually causes the orbit to de-
cay, thus making repeating ground-tracks only achievable

when aerodynamic compensation devices or aerodynamic
control techniques are employed [27].

Figure 3a shows how MRT varies according to altitude
for circular sun-synchronous orbits (SSOs), when the field
of regard angle ψ is equal to 45° and the target latitude is
40°. Some altitude ranges provide poor temporal resolu-
tion, for example about approximately 130 km and 175 km
as indicated by the peaks in Figure 3a, and should be
avoided where regular and complete coverage of a given
latitude range is required. The temporal performance of
these altitudes typically results from resonance of the or-
bital period with the rotation period of the Earth leading
to incomplete coverage of all latitudes, or very long repeat
ground-track patterns.

For the VLEO range, close to optimal MRT is still
achievable for certain altitude windows, as shown in Fig-
ure 3a, suggesting that there are restrictions on the us-
able altitude ranges which the satellite can operate effec-
tively in. Currently, the majority of the EO missions are
launched into SSO for the advantageous illumination con-
ditions these orbits offer. However, it is worth mentioning
that the non-SSOs can provide improved temporal reso-
lution in the VLEO range, for example as indicated in
Figure 3b where the altitude range from approximately
250 km to 475 km is shown to provide low MRT.

Temporal resolution can introduce some constraints on
the altitude windows in which LEO satellite constellations
can be operated. The low MRT achievable for the range
(600 km to 800 km) generally makes these altitude win-
dows suitable for most EO missions. For certain ranges,
small changes in altitude can result in significant variation
in temporal resolution performance. However, it is inter-
esting to notice how SSO constellations consisting of an
odd number of planes, each occupied by a single satellite,
can provide significant improvement for certain lower alti-
tude windows, granting comparable performance in terms
of temporal resolution to higher altitudes. In Figure 3c
this is demonstrated by the low MRT for a Walker Delta
configuration1of 3/3/0 over the altitude range of (200 km
to 350 km).

2.5. Ground Communication and Link Budget

The communications performance of a space system is
dependent on the location of available ground stations and
in-orbit networks, the orbital parameters, and the subsys-
tem and hardware selection. Variation in the orbit altitude
can therefore have an impact on the overall communica-
tions performance which can be achieved in orbit.

The radiometric performance of data communications
(receiving and transmitting data) is broadly similar to the
relationships described in Section 2.3. Principally, the free-
space loss reduces with the shorter range to the target

1Typically described as i:t/p/f where i is the inclination, t the
total number of satellites, p the number of planes, and f the relative
spacing between satellites in adjacent planes.
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(a) Sun-Synchronous Orbit.

(b) Non-SSO (i =60°).

(c) Varying constellation configuration in SSO.

Figure 3: Maximum Revisit Time (MRT) at 40° target latitude for
varying altitude (ψ = 45°). Calculated using the semi-analytical
method of Crisp et al. [28].

ground-station (inverse-square law [29]) and the signal-to-
noise ratio therefore improves for an antenna of the same
size and effective isentropic radiated power (EIRP). The
radiated power Pr received at the range R is dependent
on the receiving antenna diameter D and the antenna ef-
ficiency ηant .

Pr = EIRP · LaD
2ηant

16R2
(13)

The transmission path loss factor La includes absorp-
tion due to the ionosphere, atmosphere, and rain, and is
therefore dependent on the slant range through the atmo-
sphere or the off-nadir angle. Thus, for lower altitude or-
bits, the allowable elevation angle to ensure a reliable com-
munication link may become a limiting factor and could
reduce the effective access time [30]. Further sources of
noise should also be considered in the calculation of SNR,
including those originating in the antenna and external
sources of electromagnetic radiation including solar, cos-
mic background, and from the Earth (both natural and
man-made) [31].

In addition, the velocity increase with reducing orbital
altitude may also adversely affect the available duration
for communication with a given ground station, reducing
the volume of data which can be transferred.

Finally, the frequency of passes within range of the avail-
able ground stations should be considered for different or-
bital altitudes as per the discussion in Section 2.1.4. If
fewer passes of available ground stations are performed
each day for a lower altitude orbit, the total volume of data
which can be transmitted or received may be constrained
despite the improvement in radiometric performance.

2.6. Deorbit Requirements

The Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Commit-
tee (IADC) guidelines define LEO (up to 2000 km) as a
protected region of Earth orbit and outline that any space-
craft operating in this region should either be deorbited
after the completion of operations or have a maximum
lifetime of less than 25 years [32]. These recommendations
are also incorporated into space agency requirements and
policy (eg. NASA [33, 34], ESA [35]) and an ISO Stan-
dard (24113:2011 Space systems – Space debris mission
requirements) [36]. However, whilst these guidelines and
associated standard are not technically law or regulation,
they are often used by national agencies and governing
authorities when considering whether to grant launch li-
censes and must therefore be satisfied in most cases to
successfully gain access-to-orbit.

The post-mission orbital lifetime of a spacecraft in LEO
can extend to many hundreds or thousands of years de-
pending on the orbital parameters and physical properties
of the satellite. However, as orbital altitude is reduced the
residual atmosphere of the Earth becomes denser the life-
time quickly decreases. Lower Earth orbits are therefore
more likely to directly comply with the deorbit require-
ments.
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Figure 4: Range of orbital lifetime for different initial circular al-
titudes dependent on combination of ballistic coefficient and solar
radio flux conditions. Generated using a semi-analytical propaga-
tion method (SALT [38]) and the NRLMSISE-00 [39] atmosphere
model.

Estimation of orbital lifetime is a difficult process due
to the uncertain nature of the thermospheric density.
Whilst a number of atmospheric density models are openly
available, these all have uncertainties, bias, and errors
which can significantly affect the calculated orbital life-
time. Many of these models are also highly dependent
on the predicted solar cycle which is a principal driver of
the variation in atmospheric density. Forecasts or mod-
els for future solar activity are also available, but often it
is found that long-term predictions are inaccurate and un-
able predict the correct trend in solar activity [37]. Orbital
lifetime prediction methods can also vary significantly in
fidelity depending on the type of propagation performed
(ie. analytical or numerical), scope of the perturbations
included, and the input data used.

However, by using simple analytical or semi-analytical
methods the expected range of orbital lifetime for space-
craft in LEO for different altitudes can be illustrated. Fig-
ure 4 shows this significant variation in orbital lifetime
which occurs with altitude, solar flux input to the atmo-
sphere, and physical satellite characteristics (ballistic co-
efficient or mass to area ratio assuming a typical drag co-
efficient of 2.2). For example, at an altitude of 400 km the
lifetime can be shown to vary from approximately 3 months
for a spacecraft with a low ballistic coefficient and under
high solar flux conditions to over 8 years for a character-
istically high ballistic coefficient spacecraft and under low
solar flux conditions. If significantly lower coefficients of
drag can be produced, for example through development
of low drag materials and geometries [12], the lifetime for
all altitudes subject to atmospheric drag in LEO can be
increased.

The results presented broadly demonstrate that any

satellite operating in a VLEO orbit (below 450 km) will
have a post-mission lifetime of less than 25 years, regard-
less of the solar environment and satellite size and mass.
Oltrogge and Chao [40] present a different approach for
lifetime analysis which utilises a random draw method for
the solar flux, but similarly show that orbits below 500 km
generally have a lifetime of less than 25 years.

VLEO orbits are therefore generally compliant with
the IADC guidelines and corresponding licensing require-
ments. Furthermore, this compliance is not conditional
on any additional deorbit hardware or propulsion system
which can add complexity, cost, and system mass.

2.7. Debris Collision Risk Resilience

The debris environment which exists in Earth orbit
is predominantly a result of the exploration and opera-
tional activities which have occurred since the beginning
of human involvement in space. In addition to natu-
rally occurring micrometeoroids the objects which per-
sist in orbit principally include post-mission and failed
spacecraft, launch vehicle upper stages, deployment and
other mission-related items, and surface degradation and
propulsion products amongst other miscellaneous objects
[41]. Explosions, collisions, and break-up or fragmenta-
tion events within this population have further increased
the number and dispersion of these objects in the orbital
environment.

In LEO, the residual atmospheric environment causes
these objects to decay, eventually causing re-entry. How-
ever, as the atmospheric density reduces roughly exponen-
tially with altitude, the rate of decay from upper and mid
LEO is slow, and the lifetime of debris can often exceed the
mission lifetime of many spacecraft. However, in VLEO
the atmospheric density is higher and any debris which is
generated in or enters this regime from higher orbits will
decay at a faster rate.

Prediction of the future space debris environment can
be generated using ESA’s MASTER-2009 (Meteoroid and
Space Debris Terrestrial Environment Reference) tool [42].
This tool provides the capability to predict the spatial
density or flux of known debris sources (greater than
1 µm) against a target spacecraft surface/volume. The fu-
ture debris population can be modelled assuming either a
“business-as-usual” case or with under the different debris
mitigation scenarios (eg. including explosion prevention
and spacecraft end-of-life disposal).

The projected debris population at different altitudes
for a “business-as-usual” case is shown in Figure 5 over
the period 2020 to 2055. The average spatial density over
this period is calculated for each altitude and shown in
Figure 6. In both cases, the VLEO range (< 500 km) is
clearly shown to have a lower spatial density profile than
higher LEO orbits and appears to be resilient to the de-
bris build up which is predicted for the 700 km to 1000 km
range towards 2055.

It should be noted that the modelled future popula-
tions in MASTER-2009 do not include the recent mega-
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Figure 5: Simulated LEO debris population (spatial density) over the
period 2020 to 2055 based on a “Business-as-usual” scenario with no
debris mitigation. Generated using the ESA MASTER-2009 tool
[42].

constellations that have been planned or are currently be-
ing launched (eg. OneWeb, SpaceX Starlink, Amazon
“Project Kuiper”). However, as these systems are planned
for orbital altitudes above that of VLEO, the risk of colli-
sion in the VLEO altitude range remains low and is only
affected by those spacecraft that need to de-orbited or
that have suffered complete failure and will naturally de-
cay through the VLEO range.

The assessment of collision risk in orbit includes both
the probability and potential consequence and is a combi-
nation of the spacecraft composition and geometry, the
debris environment, and the relative collision velocity
[43]. Using the spatial density profiles presented in Fig-
ures 5 and 6 to describe the probability of a collision
at a given altitude, the VLEO range is shown to re-
main at a lower relative risk than other orbits which
may become over-populated by the aforementioned mega-
constellations. Similarly, the risk to VLEO in the case of a
Kessler syndrome type cascade event will remain relatively
low as any debris that is generated in VLEO or enters from
a higher altitude will quickly decay through the range and
deorbit. However, the risk profile to spacecraft operating
in VLEO will still increase to a small extent in this sce-
nario due to the increased flux of de-orbiting spacecraft
and debris which transits through the VLEO range.

2.8. Radiation Environment

The radiation environment which a spacecraft is sub-
jected to in LEO consists of a combination of energetic par-
ticles trapped by the Earth’s magnetic field, solar flares,
and galactic cosmic rays [44]. These sources of radiation
can interact with the sensitive components of spacecraft

Figure 6: Spatial density for LEO altitudes averaged over the period
2020 to 2055.

subsystems causing both long-term and single-event ef-
fects which can have significant detrimental effect on a
spacecraft mission. Radiation-hardened electronic compo-
nents or fault-resilient software systems are therefore typ-
ically employed at significant additional cost. Radiation-
shielding can also be employed to reduce the radiation
dosage which internal components are exposed to [29].

The radiation environment can also affect the perfor-
mance and longevity of materials (eg. polymer embrittle-
ment) used on a spacecraft [45]. For long-duration mis-
sions, alternative material choices or design redundancy
may therefore be required to ensure structural integrity,
possibly increasing system mass and cost.

The radiation environment in Earth orbit is charac-
terised by the presence of the magnetosphere and the
Van Allen radiation belts [31]. The exposure due to
the trapped-radiation in the Van Allen belts is known to
vary broadly with the solar cycle and can be modelled by
NASA’s AP-8 and AE-8 models for proton and election
content respectively at either the maximum or minimum
solar conditions [46, 47].

In the LEO range, the distribution of protons and
electrons of varying energy level can be calculated using
these models through an online tool, ESA’s Space Envi-
ronment Information System (SPENVIS) [48], and repre-
sented globaly in Figure 7. For the flux of electrons, the
peak magnitude is not found to decrease with a reduction
in altitude, but the geographic distribution of electrons
with high energy can be seen to decrease. Correspond-
ingly, the peak proton flux is shown to reduce by an order
of magnitude between 600 km and 300 km whilst the dis-
tribution of substantial flux is also shown to reduce signif-
icantly. This is in part due to the increasing atmospheric
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density [49, 50], and thus demonstrates a benefit in oper-
ating at a lower orbital altitude.

With increasing interest and use of commercial off-
the-shelf components [7, 51, 52, 53] without radiation-
hardening, a reduction in radiation exposure at lower alti-
tudes may enable longer duration missions utilising these
components as the lifetime dosage reduces correspond-
ingly. Alternatively, even cheaper consumer components
may be able to be successfully used in VLEO, further de-
creasing mission costs and system development time.

2.9. Access to Orbit

The payload performance or launch mass of an orbital
launch vehicle generally increases with reducing altitude,
principally due to lower gravity losses and shorter flight-
times and therefore reduced fuel requirements. A com-
parison of the SSO launch capability of different vehicles
(Falcon 9 [54], Antares [55], Electron [56], Pegasus [57],
and Vega [58]) is shown in Figure 8, illustrating the in-
crease in launch performance which can be achieved for
lower altitude insertion orbits.

For different vehicles, the improvement in launch capa-
bility from 600 km and 300 km insertion ranges from ap-
proximately 10% to over 50%, demonstrating potential for
a significant increase in mass which can be launched to
lower altitude orbits.

A greater number of satellites can therefore be delivered
per launch to orbit for no additional cost. Alternatively,
for shared launch services, the unit cost (cost per kg or
per satellite of a given mass) can be decreased, improving
the accessibility of VLEO missions.

Finally, as each vehicle has a greater payload capability
to lower altitude orbits the number of vehicles which can
launch a given spacecraft may be increased, thus increasing
competition and providing alternative options in the case
of potential launch delays.

2.10. Geospatial Position Accuracy

The error between the reported/recorded and actual lo-
cation of an acquired image or other Earth observation
measurement is generally referred to as the geospatial or
geometric position accuracy. The principal contributors
to errors in geospatial position are the uncertainty in the
spacecraft position and attitude, and errors associated
with the alignment and calibration of these sensors and
any observing instruments. A distributed set of ground
control points are often used to provide correction to ac-
quired data and imagery, improving the geospatial position
accuracy.

The principal geospatial errors are associated with the
satellite position (in-track, cross-track, and radial), and
pointing (elevation/nadir and azimuthal). Additional er-
rors also arise from the uncertainty in the altitude of the
observed target, and uncertainty in the rotational position
of the Earth due to clock errors.

Mapping errors are described by Equation (14) [29],
where hT is the altitude of the target on the Earth’s sur-
face, φ is the target latitude, and ϕ is the azimuth of the
target with respect to the satellite ground-track . Refer-
ring back to the geometry in Figure 1, R is the slant range
to the target, ψ is the angle of the target from the space-
craft nadir, ε is the elevation angle of the spacecraft from
the target, and θ is the Earth central angle. The magni-
tude of each of the respective errors is indicated by the
various ∆x parameters.

Em,azimuth = ∆ϕ ·R sinψ (14a)

Em,elevation = ∆ψ ·
R

sin ε
(14b)

Em,in−track = ∆I ·
Rφ + hT

rs

√
1− (sin θ sinϕ)2 (14c)

Em,cross−track = ∆C ·
Rφ + hT

rs

√
1− (sin θ cosϕ)2 (14d)

Em,radial = ∆rs ·
sinψ

sin ε
(14e)

Em,altitude = ∆(Rφ+hT ) ·
1

tan ε
(14f)

Em,clock = ∆t · VE cos (φ) (14g)

The mapping errors due to satellite position error (in-
track, cross-track) show a weak proportional relationship
to the orbital altitude, whilst the corresponding errors as-
sociated with the satellite attitude (azimuth and elevation)
demonstrate a stronger proportional relationship with the
range to the target. Errors associated with radial position
error and and uncertainty in the altitude of the target are
trigonometric functions of the elevation angle and there-
fore also related to the orbit altitude for a given off-nadir
angle. Errors associated with the on-board clock or timing
do not demonstrate any dependence on altitude.

The relationship between these different error sources
and the resulting geospatial position accuracy with reduc-
ing orbital altitude is illustrated in Figure 9 using represen-
tative values for the individual error sources. The trends in
errors associated with the pointing/attitude errors demon-
strate that the geospatial position accuracy generally im-
proves with reducing orbital altitude. Alternatively, given
the trend between the attitude errors (azimuth and eleva-
tion) with the mapping error, the pointing requirements
for a platform can be relaxed with a reduction in altitude.

Error in the pointing of a spacecraft towards a given
target are are similarly described by Equation (15) [29]
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Figure 7: Proton (AP-8 model) and electron (AE-8 model) flux at 300 km and 600 km altitude at solar maximum conditions. Data generated
using ESA SPENVIS online tool [48].
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Figure 8: Variation in SSO launch capability with decreasing altitude
for different launch vehicles [54, 55, 56, 57, 58].

Figure 9: Mapping error for an equatorial ground target with varying
altitude at an off-nadir pointing angle of 45° (Error sources: ∆φ =
0.06°, ∆η = 0.03°, ∆I = 0.3 km, ∆C = 0.2 km, ∆RT = 0.1 km,
∆T = 0.5 s).

Figure 10: Pointing error for an equatorial ground target with vary-
ing altitude at an off-nadir pointing angle of 45° (Error sources: ∆φ =
0.06°, ∆η = 0.03°, ∆I = 0.3 km, ∆C = 0.2 km, ∆RT = 0.1 km,
∆T = 0.5 s).

and indicated in Figure 10.

Ep,azimuth = ∆ϕ · sinψ (15a)

Ep,elevation = ∆ψ (15b)

Ep,in−track = ∆I ·
sin(cosϕ cosϕ)

R
(15c)

Ep,cross−track = ∆C ·
sin(cosϕ cosϕ)

R
(15d)

Ep,radial = ∆rs ·
sinψ

R
(15e)

Ep,clock = ∆t ·
VE
R

cos (φ) sin (cosϕE cos ε) (15f)

As the pointing error is associated with the attitude de-
termination and control capability (azimuth and elevation
errors), there is no dependency on the range to the tar-
get or altitude. However, errors in the satellite position
(in-track, cross-track, and radial) and the on-board clock
and demonstrate an inverse relationship with the pointing
error of the spacecraft with reducing range. For off-nadir
pointing, the position knowledge requirement therefore in-
creases with a reduction in spacecraft altitude.

In general, a reduction in orbital altitude therefore re-
duces the requirements on attitude determination and
control. However, the requirement for spacecraft posi-
tion knowledge may increase modestly. The magnitude
of the errors associated with the attitude and position of
the spacecraft are based on the available sensors and or-
bit/attitude determination capabilities. Factors which can
affect the accuracy of these sensors may also subsequently
affect the geospatial position accuracy of acquired imagery
and data. For example, evidence of ionospheric interfer-
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ence of GPS devices in low Earth orbits resulting in track-
ing losses has been observed, particularly at high-latitudes
and periods of high solar activity [59].

2.11. Aerodynamic Control

In LEO the interaction between the residual gas parti-
cles and the external surfaces of a spacecraft results in the
generation of aerodynamic forces and torques. The prin-
cipal force generated is drag, which acts to cause orbital
decay and eventually deorbit. However, out-of-plane forces
can also be generated and can contribute to orbital ma-
noeuvring. These forces, in combination with the space-
craft geometry, can also be used to generate torques and
used to modify the spacecraft stability and provide atti-
tude control.

A range of different attitude and orbit control meth-
ods using these aerodynamic forces and torques have
been proposed in literature, but few demonstrated to
date. Aerodynamic-based formation-keeping, constella-
tion maintenance, and on-orbit rendezvous manoeuvres
were first proposed using only the differential drag force
between multiple objects [60, 61, 62]. However, more re-
cently, methods exploiting differential lift have emerged
[63, 64] and methods using differential drag have been
demonstrated in-orbit [65, 66]. Use of drag augmentation
has been proposed for targeting of atmospheric re-entry lo-
cation [67, 68, 69] and also collision avoidance [70], whilst
adjustment of orbital inclination using out-of-plane forces
[27] have also been studied. Passive aerodynamic stabili-
sation or aerostability (the pointing of a spacecraft in the
direction of the oncoming flow) has been demonstrated in
orbit by several missions [6, 71, 72], whilst further aerody-
namic attitude control concepts including use of external
surfaces to perform detumbling [73], internal momentum
management [74], and pointing manoeuvres [75, 76, 77, 78]
have also been considered. Centre-of-mass shifting has also
been proposed as a method to augment aerodynamic sta-
bilisation [79, 80].

The aerodynamic forces (and torques by association)
can be described by the following equation where ρ is the
atmospheric flow density, V the relative flow velocity, Aref

a reference area, and CF a corresponding set of force co-
efficients which are determined by the interaction between
the flow and the surface [81].

~Fa =
1

2
ρ~V 2

rel

~Vrel

|~Vrel |
Aref

~CF (16)

The forces experienced in orbit therefore increase with
decreasing orbital altitude as the atmospheric density in-
creases. A further contribution is also provided by the
small increase in orbital velocity as altitude decreases. Us-
ing the NRLMSISE-00 atmosphere model [39] with nom-
inal input parameters, the increase in aerodynamic force
with altitude, assuming a circular orbit, is shown in Fig-
ure 11. The reduction in orbital altitude from 600 km
to 300 km for example is shown to increase the generated

Figure 11: Variation in drag force magnitude with altitude in a cir-
cular orbit for a surface oriented normal to the flow of area 1 m2 with
a coefficient of drag 2.2.

force over 200-fold and can therefore result in significantly
increased effectiveness or efficiency of aerodynamic atti-
tude and orbit control methods.

Aerostability, for example, has been shown to be pos-
sible up to an altitude of approximately 500 km, with
optimal results demonstrated for altitudes below 450 km
[82, 83, 84]. This is due to the dependence of aerodynamic
stiffness on the residual atmospheric density and the rel-
ative magnitude of other perturbing torques, for example
due to solar radiation pressure, residual magnetic dipoles,
and gravity gradient.

A key consideration in the use of these forces is the ra-
tio between lift (or out-of-plane force) and the drag force.
As a result of the rarefied flow environment in LEO and
the diffuse gas-surface interactions for typical spacecraft
surface materials, this lift-to-drag ratio is generally very
low, on the order of 0.1 [27, 85]. To utilise aerodynamic
forces for control and manoeuvring purposes whilst also
maintaining a reasonable orbital lifetime this ratio must
be increased [86], for example through the identification
of new materials which promote specular gas reflections,
currently an active area of research [12]. Alternatively, or
additionally, a propulsion system can be utilised to miti-
gate or counteract the effect of drag, thereby providing an
effective increase in lift-to-drag ratio.

2.12. Atmosphere-Breathing Electric Propulsion

The increased atmospheric density with decreasing or-
bital altitude also provides the opportunity to explore
atmosphere-breathing propulsion systems. Whilst electric
propulsion systems are used widely for spacecraft propul-
sion due to their high specific impulse and therefore effi-
ciency with respect to propellant use, the mass of propel-
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Figure 12: Generalised concept of an atmosphere-breathing electric
propulsion (ABEP) system.

lant which can be carried by the spacecraft without de-
preciating other subsystems still limits the lifetime of the
mission.

Atmosphere-breathing electric propulsion (ABEP) sys-
tems on the other hand, shown in Figure 12, propose to
collect the oncoming atmospheric gas flow and to use this
as the propellant for an electric thruster [87, 88]. Using
this principle, the lifetime of the spacecraft can be signif-
icantly extended beyond current designs as the need for
on-board propellant storage eliminated.

The removal of propellant storage offers the opportunity
to reduce the spacecraft mass and therefore the launch
mass. However, this is dependent on the mass and effi-
ciency of the intake/compressor unit, thruster assembly,
and any additional power-raising systems which are re-
quired, for example additional deployable solar arrays [14].

The drag contribution of these additional components
also requires consideration as the corresponding thrust
requirement will also increase accordingly. For example,
analytical approaches to analytical intake design [89, 90]
show that the efficiency of intakes is expected to reduce
with an increasing ratio between the intake collection area
and thruster inlet area, a result which has been veri-
fied against concept intake designs from JAXA [91] and
BUSEK [92]. This means that for a fixed thruster in-
let area, as the required thruster mass flow rate increases
(for example with reducing altitude and increasing atmo-
spheric density) the collection area needs to increase more
rapidly. This has further implications on the magnitude
of the drag force which requires compensation.

An optimal altitude range for ABEP propulsion there-
fore exists for given system performance, above which the
atmospheric flow is too rarefied to provide a sufficient mass
flow rate of propellant and conventional electric propulsion
may be able to provide a reasonable lifetime, and below
which the required thrust and available on-board power
becomes prohibitive. A review of current ABEP system
concepts, rarefied atmospheric intake design, and electric
thruster development, is provided by Schönherr et al. [93].

The abundance of atomic oxygen in VLEO presents
a further complication to the implementation of ABEP

as erosion of accelerating grids, electrodes, and discharge
channels will result in degraded thruster performance over
time. However, concepts for contactless thrusters are cur-
rent under development, for example an inductive plasma
thruster [14] which has no electrodes immersed in the
plasma and is therefore more resilient to this erosion.

3. Earth Observation in Very Low Earth Orbits

Whilst many of the positive features of VLEO described
previously are applicable to space missions of all types,
Earth observation missions in particular may be signif-
icantly benefited. In the following sections, the perfor-
mance of different EO systems with decreasing is analysed
and explored.

3.1. Optical Systems

Optical systems can be generally classified into three
primary categories:

i. Panchromatic: imagery sensitive to a broad range of
wavelengths of visible light, generally represented in
black and white or grayscale.

ii. Multispectral: imaging in a small number of discrete
spectral bands (small ranges of wavelengths). At min-
imum, the visible spectrum of red, green, and blue
light is represented, but depending on the application
many bands can be can captured including infrared
and ultraviolet spectra.

iii. Hyperspectral: imagery is collected in many (up to
hundreds or thousands) of narrow and contiguous
spectral bands.

For a nadir-pointing telescope, the relationship between
diffraction limited resolution and altitude for different
wavelengths of light and a fixed lens diameter is given by
Equation (7) and shown in Figure 13. A reduction in al-
titude by 50 % results in an improvement in diffraction
limited resolution of a factor of 2 (ie. half the Ground
Resolution Distance). Using the same relationship, the
aperture diameter can proportionally be reduced with the
orbital altitude, demonstrating a benefit in payload siz-
ing which can be achieved whilst maintaining the same
diffraction limited resolution.

As the altitude of the spacecraft is reduced, referring to
the geometry in Figure 1 and Equation (4), the total foot-
print area available to the spacecraft for a given angular
field of regard will decrease as demonstrated in Figure 14.
For a given altitude, as a result of the longer distance to the
edge of the available footprint area, the resolution achiev-
able with increasing field of regard will also decrease. The
effect of this is greater at higher-altitudes, demonstrated
in Figure 15.

If high off-nadir pointing performance is considered the
resolution performance can vary significantly across the
footprint. The elevation angle ε at the edge of the sensor
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Figure 13: Relationship between altitude and diffraction limited
ground resolution for visible light of different wavelengths (for a
nadir-pointing aperture with a nominal diameter of 1 m).

Figure 14: Variation in footprint area with altitude and angular field
of regard.

Figure 15: Variation in diffraction limited resolution with spacecraft
off-nadir pointing angle and altitude for light at 700 nm wavelength.

footprint should also be considered as features at the target
may become highly distorted or obscured at low angles of
elevation.

Whilst the total MTF of an optical system does not
demonstrate a strong dependence on orbital altitude (dis-
cussed in Section 2.2.1), some secondary effects or system
design trade-offs should be considered:

i. The optical contribution to MTF is generally im-
proved by using larger optical apertures or shorter
focal length [94] and is therefore dependent on the
payload size, design, and specification.

ii. Whilst the atmospheric contribution to MTF is not
directly related to orbital altitude, the range through
the lower atmosphere which an image is acquired can
affect the quality and will therefore vary with the off-
nadir pointing angle utilized by the system.

iii. MTF contributions from platform vibrations can be
significantly influenced by the structural design and
environmental factors. Density fluctuations, thermo-
spheric wind effects, and the associated aerodynamic
interactions may therefore influence this contribution
to the MTF and will vary with the operational alti-
tude and environmental conditions.

With regards to radiometric performance for optical
based systems, a reduction in altitude will either enable
smaller diameter apertures to be used whilst maintaining
a given SNR. Alternatively, for a given sensor and aperture
the dynamic range can be increased and SNR improved.

The benefits in spatial and radiometric performance
with reducing altitude are particularly pertinent for hyper-
spectral instruments which are typically radiometrically
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and therefore also spatially constrained due to the narrow
width of the individual imaging bands and therefore low
SNR [95].

Low-cost panchromatic and multispectral optical imag-
ing platforms for both coverage and high-resolution appli-
cations will also benefit from lower available orbital alti-
tudes as the spatial resolution and SNR can be improved
or smaller diameter optical apertures utilised, thus reduc-
ing mass and integration requirements.

3.2. Passive Infrared and Radar

Passive infrared and radar (radiometer) payloads sense
either reflected or emitted radiation from the Earth. Ap-
plications for Earth orbiting systems include thermal in-
frared observation, microwave imaging, and global naviga-
tion satellite system (GNSS) reflectometry (principally for
sea-state and wind-speed monitoring) and radio occulta-
tion (for atmospheric state and composition) [96, 97, 98].

Like optical observations, these methods are passive and
therefore similarly benefit from reduction in the orbital al-
titude through improved spatial resolution and radiomet-
ric performance.

3.3. Real-Aperture Radar

Real aperture radar or side-looking airborne radar
(SLAR) devices can be used for altimetry or scatterometer
applications and offer the ability to penetrate cloud cover
or distinguish objects by surface texture or roughness.

These devices are also constrained by the Rayleigh cri-
terion (see Equation (7)). However, because of the longer-
wavelength of radio waves, radar naturally has a larger
diffraction limited resolution. As an example, the nadir
ground resolution of a 5 cm wavelength radar with a 1 m
aperture diameter and at an orbital altitude of 300 km is
18.3 km. This demonstrates the limited use of real aper-
ture radar for detection of ground-based features. How-
ever, for applications such as altimetry and ocean/wave-
height measurement, higher range resolution (vis. height)
can be improved by pulse compression methods to provide
useful output [96, 99].

The angular (ambiguity) resolution of radar δA can also
be expressed using the half-power (−3 dB) beamwidth an-
gle B at the range R, describing the range at which two
equally distant targets can be distinguished from each
other [100].

δA = 2R sin
B

2
(17)

The range (ambiguity) resolution δR of a radar describes
the minimum linear distance between two targets along
the same path from the antenna at which they can be
distinguished from each other. For a pulse (rectangular
step) waveform, this can be determined from the pulse-
width τ and the speed of light c0 [100].

δR =
c0τ

2
(18)

The angular resolution of a real aperture radar system
is improved by reducing the range to the target and can
therefore generally be improved with a reduction in alti-
tude. However, the range resolution is independent of the
distance to the target. The combination of the angular
and range resolution can be used to define a resolution
cell which describes the spacing required to distinguish
between multiple targets.

Due to the active component of a radar, the radiometric
performance of these systems differs significantly from op-
tical systems. The radar principle is based on the directed
transmission of electromagnetic waves, backscattering by
different surfaces and materials, and subsequent collection
of the returned signal.

The Pr received signal power can be related to the trans-
mitted signal power Pt and receiving and transmitting an-
tenna gains Gr and Gt. The distance (range) to the re-
flecting target is given by R, the radar wavelength λ, and
the backscattering or radar cross-section by σ [101].

Pr =
PtGtGrλ

2σ

(4π)3R4
(19)

As the signal for an active radar system must travel
both the distance to and back from the target, these sys-
tems can significantly benefit from any reduction in alti-
tude, illustrated by the relationship of received power to
the inverse of the fourth power of the range to the target.
Consequently, the transmitting power required for such a
system at a lower altitude can be significantly decreased
whilst maintaining a similar signal to noise ratio.

The radiometric resolution for a radar is given by the
ability of the detector to distinguish between targets with
similar backscatter coefficient against the signal intensity
and image speckle. An expression for the radiometric reso-
lution Srd can be given considering the average backscatter
coefficient σ0 and associated standard deviation σp [99].

Srd = 10 log10

(
1 +

σp
σ0

)
(20)

Noise sources which contribute to degradation in the
radiometric resolution include speckle noise resulting from
the interference between backscattered waves, background
thermal noise, noise internal to the sensor, and quantisa-
tion (analogue-to-digital conversion).

The SNR at the receiver for a real aperture radar can
be expressed using the radar equation (Equation (19)) and
utilising the following parameters: Boltzmann’s constant
k; the effective noise temperature Te; the receiver noise
bandwidth Bn; and the receiver noise factor (or ratio be-
tween input and output SNR) NF [102].

SNR =
PtGtGrλ

2σ

(4π)3kTeBnNFR4
(21)

The result of this expression corresponds to the relation-
ship between range and received power and demonstrates
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Figure 16: SAR footprint geometry. Adapted from Wertz et al. [29].

an improvement in SNR with the inverse of the fourth
power of range with decreasing altitude. Alternatively,
the SNR or transmitter power requirement for a monos-
tatic radar can be shown to be improved with the square of
the antenna area Ar and related to the antenna efficiency
ηant .

SNR =
Ptη

2
antA

2
rσ

4πkTeBnNFR4
(22)

3.4. Synthetic Aperture Radar

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) is an implementation of
radar which allows for significantly improved resolution in
the velocity direction of a spacecraft. A SAR payload is a
typically side-facing radar which detects both the ampli-
tude and phase of backscattered signal.

In contrast to real aperture radar, SAR takes advantage
of the motion of the vehicle and observes targets over the
total duration that they fall within the radar beamwidth.
As the vehicle has moved during this period a larger aper-
ture is synthesised and a higher resolution can be achieved.
The length of this synthetic aperture can be calculated by
considering the platform along-track velocity Va, illumina-
tion time Ti, and azimuth pointing angle ϕ

LSAR = VaTi sinϕ (23)

For the simplest case, a side-looking SAR sensor (indi-
cated in Figure 16), where ϕ = 90°, the maximum azimuth
(along-track) resolution of a SAR antenna can be defined
as function of only the antenna length in that direction LA
[99].

δϕ ≥
LA
2

(24)

The azimuth, or along-track resolution δϕ of SAR is
therefore independent of the wavelength, velocity, and
range and proportional to the antenna length. Contrast-
ingly to a real aperture radar, and somewhat counter-
intuitively, the along-track resolution of SAR improves as
the antenna size is reduced.

Similar to the range resolution of a traditional radar
(see Equation (18)), the cross-track (range) resolution δc
of SAR is dependent on the speed of light c0, pulse-width
τ , and for a side-facing antenna can be defined using the
angle between the nadir and the slant range to the target
ψa.

δc =
c0τ

2 sinψa
(25)

The cross-track resolution of SAR can therefore be im-
proved by increasing the off-nadir viewing angle and has a
theoretical maximum at 90°.

The antenna width WA is dependent on the wavelength,
swath width, range, and incidence, and therefore affects
the area of ground which can be covered by the SAR in a
pass.

WA =
λR

WF cosψa
(26)

The minimum antenna area can be seen to increase for
greater wavelength, range, and incidence angle. The sizing
of a SAR antenna will therefore benefit from a reduction
in orbit altitude for the same angle of incidence. How-
ever, SAR is still subject to ambiguity constraints based
on the frequency of the transmitted pulse, or pulse repe-
tition frequency (PRF). In the along-track direction, the
PRF (1/τ) is limited by the velocity and antenna length,
such that the vehicle only translates half the length of the
antenna during each pulse (azimuth ambiguity) [103].

PRFmin =
1

τmin
>

2Va
LA

(27)

Similarly, to avoid detection of multiple echoes in the
cross-track direction (range ambiguity), a maximum PRF
is defined based on the range to near Rn and far Rf sides
of the sensor footprint.

PRFmax ≤
1

2τmax + 2 (Rf −Rn) c−1
0

(28)

As the ambiguity constraints on PRF are based on geo-
metric considerations of the antenna, a minimum antenna
area can be determined which is dependent on the ratio
between the maximum and minimum PRF [103].

Amin = LAWA =
PRFmax

PRFmin

4VaλR

c0
tanψa (29)

The SNR of a SAR payload is given by Tomiyasu [103]
and Cutrona [104].

SNR =
PavArη

2
antδcσ

8πkTrR3NFVaλls
(30)
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Figure 17: Relationship between SAR minimum antenna area and
azimuth resolution for varying orbital altitude, a swath width of
30 km, and viewing angle of 45°.

where ηant is an antenna efficiency factor, σ is the radar
cross-section, Tr is the receiver absolute temperature, NF
is a relative noise factor, and ls is the total system loss.
The SNR is reduced with wavelength, platform velocity,
and the cube of the target range.

This contrasts with conventional radar which reduces
with the fourth-power of the target range. This improve-
ment results from the integration of a number of pulses
during the generation of the synthetic aperture. The SNR
also improves with lower resolution in the cross-track di-
rection but is independent of the azimuth resolution. If
the minimum antenna area is considered (proportional to
the range), the SNR relationship with range is also re-
duced to an inverse square function for a SAR payload.
A reduction in orbit altitude whilst maintaining the min-
imum antenna area will therefore only improve the power
requirement linearly.

Parametric relationships between power, resolution, and
antenna area are illustrated in Figures 17 to 19. The gen-
eral independence of SAR resolution with altitude and the
inverse relationship with antenna area, is shown in Fig-
ure 17, demonstrating that the azimuth resolution in fact
benefits principally from a smaller physical along-track an-
tenna length (see Equation (24)).

The relationship between altitude (for a given off-axis
viewing angle), minimum antenna area, and power is
shown in Figure 18. The benefit in transmitter power re-
quirement with a reduction in orbiting altitude is demon-
strated. An increase in antenna area is also shown im-
prove the power requirement for a fixed signal to noise
level. Similarly, the SNR for a fixed power input is shown
in Figure 19 to improve for a reducing orbital altitude and
increasing antenna area.

Figure 18: Relationship between SAR power requirement, antenna
area and varying orbital altitude for a SNR of 3. A swath width of
30 km, viewing angle of 45°, and PRF ratio of 1.2 are used.

Figure 19: Relationship between SAR signal-to-noise ratio, antenna
area, and varying orbital altitude. A power of 5 mW, a swath width
of 30 km, viewing angle of 45° and PRF ratio of 1.2 are used.
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The selection of SAR antenna dimensions and total area
is therefore a trade-off between the resolution required and
the power available on the platform. A further considera-
tion for design of spacecraft for SAR instruments in VLEO
is the impact of the antenna and required solar arrays on
the aerodynamic performance and drag profile. However,
as the antenna can be oriented along the length of the
spacecraft with a small cross-sectional area in comparison
to optical payloads, the spacecraft configuration can re-
main quite compact and suitable for use in the high-drag
environment of VLEO.

3.5. Lidar

Lidar sensors have also been used on spacecraft for me-
teorological and atmospheric investigation [96], and gen-
eration of digital elevation models and terrain mapping
activities [105]. The range resolution or vertical accuracy
of a lidar sensor is not dependent on the altitude, but on
the available resolution of the available clock or timing
measurement chain. The range of lidar is however depen-
dent on the reflected signal strength, and ambient noise
factors. A reduction in altitude or range to target will
therefore improve SNR or allow a lower power emission.

Similarly to real aperture radars, the returned power
of the signal improves by a power of four with a reduced
range to the target. This returned power is also dependent
on the beam divergence β, atmospheric ηatm and system
transmission factors ηsys , and the target backscatter coef-
ficient σ0 [106].

Pr =
PtηatmηsysD

2
rσ0

4πR4β2
(31)

The range resolution for lidar, important for altimetry
applications, can be calculated in the same way as for radar
payloads, given in Equation (18), and is dependent on the
pulse-width of the emitted signal.

The theoretical minimum beam divergence of a lidar
instrument determines the size of the footprint which is
projected onto the ground, and therefore the smallest fea-
tures which can be identified [96, 107]. For a Gaussian
beam (diffraction limited) the angular divergence Θ is a
function of the wavelength λ and the beam width at the
focus (waist) w0.

β =
2λ

πw0
(32)

The projected footprint diameter can subsequently be
calculated by considering the instrument pointing direc-
tion and range to the target/ground. In comparison to
radar, the significantly shorter (typically near-infrared)
wavelengths used in lidar result in much smaller ground
footprints and can therefore achieve a higher linear reso-
lution. In a line scanning mode the measurement spacing
or spatial resolution δL of lidar is dependent on the pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) and the ground velocity Vg
[96, 105].

δL =
Vg

PRF
(33)

As the altitude is lowered, the orbital velocity will in-
crease, and the spatial resolution due to the pulse fre-
quency will decrease for the same PRF .

4. Impact and Applications of Very Low Earth Or-
bits for Earth Observation

In the preceding sections, very low Earth orbits have
been shown to offer a number of advantages over tradi-
tional LEO altitudes. For EO applications, these prin-
cipal benefits are enhanced ground resolution, improved
radiometric performance, and improved communications
link budgets. Alternatively, a reduction in system cost
may be achieved through the development and launch of
smaller spacecraft which can provide equivalent capability
to that of traditional systems at higher orbital altitudes.
These spacecraft could also be deployed in larger numbers
and into less traditional orbits [108], forming constella-
tions which can offer more frequent revisit opportunities
and therefore improved temporal resolution of imagery or
data.

In the downstream markets, both direct and through
value-adding services, the availability of larger volumes of
lower cost, more timely, or better quality imagery and
data products has significant value to both commercial
end-users and global societal, sustainability, and environ-
mental objectives [2, 109]. For example, in boarder se-
curity and maritime surveillance higher spatial resolution
can facilitate the identification of smaller vehicles and ves-
sels and improve classification [110, 111, 112], enabling
better assessment of risk and vulnerability. Similarly, for
applications such as agriculture, water-security, climate-
change, infrastructure monitoring, and location-based ser-
vices (or asset tracking), enhanced resolution can enable
more detailed change-detection [113, 114], but also needs
to be supported by suitable revisit times and affordable
data continuity. Enhancement of radiometric resolution
can have similar benefits, some of which have been demon-
strated for a range of these applications by the Landsat-8
mission [115].

From a humanitarian aspect, initiatives such the Inter-
national Charter “Space and Major Disasters”, the Cen-
ter for Satellite-Based Crisis Information (ZKI), and the
Copernicus programme already facilitate access to multi-
source EO data products [116]. However, demand for
higher resolution and more timely imagery is needed to
enable a more rapid and precise response [117], Future
VLEO satellite systems may be able to address this de-
mand supporting improved humanitarian assistance and
crisis management.

In the midstream segment, the increase in volume
or value of the obtained imagery and data will sup-
port growth of the Earth observation market, principally
through commercial sales [118]. In the upstream Earth
observation markets, the corresponding demand for VLEO
systems will offer opportunities for continued commercial
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and industrial growth in areas such as spacecraft develop-
ment, manufacturing, and launch. Operating spacecraft
effectively and efficiently in VLEO will also require the
development of new technologies, encouraging innovation
and disruption in the market.

5. Conclusions and Recommendations

Given the commercial and societal benefits which may
be realised by operating Earth observation spacecraft in
VLEO, there has been a renewed push to revisit the chal-
lenges associated with this reduction in orbital altitude.
The most significant of these is the increased atmospheric
density at lower altitudes which increases aerodynamic
drag and therefore reduces orbital lifetime.

The presence of highly-reactive atomic oxygen, which is
typically the most abundant gas species in VLEO, can af-
fect and degrade material performance, in particular sensi-
tive optical sensor surfaces and thermal coatings [45, 119].
Research towards the identification of materials which are
resistant to both erosion by atomic oxygen and can reduce
aerodynamic drag is therefore an active area of interest
[12]. If combined with appropriate spacecraft geometries
and platform designs, these materials will also support
the exploitation of novel aerodynamic control manoeuvres
which can aid sustained operation of spacecraft in lower
altitude orbits.

Improved understanding of the atmospheric density and
thermospheric winds is also necessary to facilitate aerody-
namic control methods and high-precision operations at
lower orbital altitudes. In particular, new measurements
of the variation in the lower thermosphere over different
time-scales would help to improve understanding and mod-
elling efforts in this area. New missions with this aim
are currently being proposed, for example the new ESA-
led Daedalus Earth Explorer satellite [120] which is now
proceeding to feasibility studies with a planned launch in
2027–2028.

Development of novel propulsive technologies is required
to enable the sustained operation of spacecraft at these
lower altitudes. In particular, atmosphere-breathing elec-
tric propulsion (ABEP) systems offer the potential for
significantly extended lifetime by eliminating the need to
store propellant on-board whilst providing effective drag-
compensation [93]. One such area seeing promising devel-
opment is the design of electrodeless thrusters which avoid
the erosion of critical components due to the prevalence of
of oxidising species in the VLEO environment [14]. How-
ever, challenges associated with system efficiency and in-
tegration into platform designs remain key areas requiring
research and development.

Despite the range of Earth observation applications
which VLEO may be able to enhance, quantitative assess-
ment or studies of these impacts have not yet been carried
out. New business models which focus on these different
market segments, from the upstream through to down-
stream, are therefore required to establish the economic

and commercial potential of VLEO systems to these ap-
plication areas.

Finally, engineering and system modelling efforts are
needed to establish the feasibility and viability of VLEO
systems which will combine novel technology developments
and new operational concepts. Combination of these sys-
tems engineering models with business models for different
Earth observation applications will enable identification
of the most promising concepts for VLEO and define the
roadmap for exploitation and implementation.
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